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Abstract: In research area, an emerging field is Bioinformatics in the past decades. Biological data storage and management was the 

definite motivation of bioinformatics and the tools for computation are developed and analyzed for enhancing their understanding. The 

data size is gathered under different project sequence is exponentially increased, that provides the problems for the methods of 

experiment. Newly sequenced protein and known functions proteins have gap and this gap is reduced by several techniques of 

computation incorporating classification and algorithms of clustering were presented in the past. The sequences of protein are classified 

into superfamilies exists in literature is useful for the prediction of structure and function of huge proteins that are discovered newly. The 

existing classification’s results are unacceptable because of larger feature size acquired by several approaches of feature encoding. This 

paper proposes noise removal technique depending on selection of feature for protein sequence classification. Here we use wrapper fuzzy 

model with fast convolution neural network (FCNN) for feature selection and remove the noise. This research involved in removal of 

noisy or unwanted data related to protein composite. To improve classification accuracy, wrapper fuzzy is utilized for selection of 

features. Wrapper algorithm involved in selection of protein features for accurate identification of protein composites. For classification 

we use 3D FCNN which can improve the accuracy of classification. The classification of protein proposed in this method proves 

momentous enhancement with respect to measuring the metrics of performance: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, recall, F-measure, and 

etc. 

Keywords: Bioinformatics, protein sequences, classification, feature selection, noise removal, wrapper fuzzy, Classification using 3D- 

Fast Convolution neural network (3D- FCNN) 

 

1. Introduction 

Protein 3D- structure was predicted by the sequence of amino 

acid was the major aim of bioinformatics for the past decades 

[1] and there was no definite solution.  Highly consistent 

method recently incorporates modelling of homology, and 

permits for assigning the structure of protein which is defined 

already to given unknown protein which are similar among two 

detectable sequence. De novo approaches are required for 

viable homology modelling depending on either physical-based 

potential [2] or knowledge-based potentials. The function of 

energy is utilized for the approximation of free energy amount 

in the provided protein conformation present also with function 

of search that efforts various conformation of structure for 

minimising some function of energy [3]. Inappropriately, huge 

molecule structures are defined as protein with numerous 

conformations although for comparatively small protein 

making it unaffordable for folding them even on modified 

computer hardware. 

Binded amino acid sequence is referred as protein having 

peptide bond playing important character in life maintenance 

[4].  

Organ functioning and human tissues were improved by protein 

structures. Primary, secondary and tertiary are the three basic 

protein structure. Protein structure assists in the determination 

of protein’s functional behaviour and predicting functions. 

Similarity of sequence are found for clustering the protein’s 

similar kinds for finding protein interaction among protein and 

several other literatures. Prediction of protein function are the 

basis for biological research and this prediction are performed 

by sequence or similarity structure. Also this prediction type 

picks huge resources and time of computation. For improving 

the accuracy of computation with resource reduction and time 

of computation and using the approach of classifying machine 

learning [5]. 

In bioinformatics, biological sequences are the classification of 

important task. Family identification are uninterruptedly 

interested by biologists. Protein evolution is possibly studied 

and its biological functions are discovered. In general, for 

classification of new biological sequences into classes or 

families that are known already through the similarity search 

and sequences homologies, some alignments were used by the 

biologists. Though, this method is frequently inefficient e.g: 

Metagenomics, which is a main issue in run into the application 

of these method which is in between 25% and 65% of 

sequences without homologous in databases, and this is a 
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reason for unusable sequences [6] and these problems are 

rectified only by the Machine learning approaches. 

Characterisation of these sequences format are encoded by its 

own, and it is not probable for using familiar algorithms of 

classification which are effective in actual task of data mining 

having determined data in the format of relational data. 

Therefore, it is essential to introduce a pre-processing step for 

parsing the biological data into to new suitable format for 

various tools of data mining. Phase in pre-processing is 

performed by motif extraction which indicates the solution that 

is use widely for sequences of protein and every residue of 

amino acid present in the protein structure is indicated by a 20 

alphabet size character. Motifs discovery from the sequences 

are gentle task motivated towards substring findings or words 

known as descriptors. Feature space yields descriptors allowing 

the transformation of sequences into value vectors, which 

facilitates the data processing through tools of data mining. 

This phase of pre-processing is the main step for consistent 

knowledge discovery process as it is affected directly by result 

quality obtained [7]. 

Organization of the paper is given below: Related works are 

presented in section 2. Proposed work is defined in section 3. 

Results of experiments and discussions are described in section 

4. Conclusion and future scope are presented in section 5.   

2. Related Works 

Some of classification approaches for the protein classification 

are as follows: 

Feature selection algorithm stability are stated in [8] according 

to data with random perturbation. The subsets of selected 

feature’s probability distributions generated properties are used 

for algorithms of feature selection stability. Algorithms for 

selecting features generate probability distribution are away 

from the uniform and nearer to peak value. Instance sub-

sampling are performed in [9] for the simulating the 

perturbation of data. Each n sub-samples perform feature 

selection. Feature selection output f are put into every sub-

sample is contrasted with other subsample’s outputs through 

the coefficient of Pearson correlation, coefficient of Spearman 

rank correlation similarity by Jaccard index are measured for 

noting S. Measure of higher stability are mostly similar to each 

and every outputs are presented in [10]. Various sub-samples 

(or training sets) are produced by the similar generating 

distribution. Various training sets are quantified by stability 

that disturbs the output of feature selection. Three 

representation types for feature subsets are accounted by the 

authors. Each feature is assigned by score or weight in first 

type which is indicated by its significance. Features are 

assigned with ranks by the representation in second type. 

Feature set without weight or rank are taken in third type. 

Stability measurement needs measurement of similarity for 

representing features. This clearly based on the representation 

utilized through a provided algorithm of feature selection for 

describing its feature subset. Three measures of similarity are 

utilized by authors: they are correlation coefficient of Pearson, 

correlation coefficient for spearman and distance of Tanimoto. 

In many applications like biology, approaches of machine 

learning are used and agonizes from the dimensionality curse 

for huge feature space which are data available become sparse 

and resulted in degradation of performance. Thus, information 

wealth is required to be filtered out to acquire feature’s final set 

that are appropriate for the issue called as reduction in 

dimensionality.  Feature’s original set have subsets are present 

in selection of features is a special case for reducing 

dimensionality. Simply, every possible feature subset is tested 

for subset selection in which error are minimized as per ground 

truth. Brute-force technique are feasible computation for small 

feature sets. Feature Selection Algorithms (FSAs) was 

presented in [11] that are involved in search problem 

characterization in the space of hypothesis (ie, candidate 

feature subset’s space) based on three conditions: strategy of 

searching, used for exploring the hypothesis space; successor 

candidate generation and measures evaluation, used for the 

evaluating the function through successor candidates and 

comparison of various hypotheses are compared for guiding the 

process of searching. Bioinformatics with feature selection 

having particular applications of these techniques in the 

analysis of sequence, microarray and mass spectra are reviewed 

as well as the algorithms of feature selection are categorized for 

big data bioinformatics into exhaustive, heuristic and hybrid 

search methods [12]. 

All the features available are fitted initially in this predictive 

model, and the removal of the weakest feature happens till the 

reaching the minimum number which is predetermined. [13,14] 

includes RFE as an example of this work. At the same time, 

every feature of individuals is evaluated from that one selected 

from the beginning of forward feature selection resulted in the 

model with best performance. All selected feature combination 

are probable and evaluation of the subsequent features are 

performed with respect to the second feature selection and this 

process is repeated iteratively with maximum number. In [15] 

selection of forward features are used for performing feature 

ranking in WEKA tool88 utilizing SVM as an evaluator. 

Subsets of candidate feature are evaluated by the methods of 

filtering through the proxy measure rather than feature 

selection algorithms which obtains error rate. Due to this 

method cost effectiveness, the measures are selected and 

feature set usefulness are selected. 

3. System Model 

The 1672 proteins of 25% identified sequence are comprised in 

25PDB; 640 proteins of about 25% identified sequence are 

comprised in 640 PDB; 513 proteins of below 25% identified 

sequence are comprised in CB513, these are the datasets 

utilized for this paper. PSSM encodes all the datasets of protein 

stated above through PSI-BLAST. For the model learning 

prediction, protein information evolution is introduced by 

PSSM. The homologous secondary structure of protein having 

the known structure of protein was predicted on the theoretical 

basis [13]. NCBI's NR database (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov 

/blast/db/nr) obtains homogenous sequences that are aligned 

and searched by using every protein sequences through 

iterative databank searching tool BLAST (PSI-BLAST) 

(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.. nih.gov/Blast.cgi) having 3 iterations 

and Evalue cut off is 0.001.  BLOSUM62 Substitution Matrix 

isused in this experiment which is a score matrix for measuring 

the reflection similarity in the sequence of amino acids. At last, 

PSSM profile obtained for the sequence of protein is in the 

form of L×20 matrix, where protein instance length is 

represented by L. The problem of predicting the secondary 

structure is formulated usually in the sliding window concept. 

The sequence of amino acids within the window is used for the 

prediction of center position’s secondary structure. The 

sequence of protein will have head and tail part, which are 

inferred by the reflection in the edge approaches and because of 

this location of amino acid at head and tail, protein sequence is 
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forecasted by same size of window. The L amino acid having 

entire protein sequence is divided into L L nonoverlapping 

intervals of n base pairs. 5,13 and 35 are size of window for the 

prediction of secondary structure. Dictionary of Secondary 

Structure of Proteins (DSSP) is a tertiary structure which 

assigns the secondary structure of protein [14]. The secondary 

structures contents are defined by utilizing protein’s DSSP file 

with eight classes: H (α-helix), G (310-helix), I (л-helix), E (β-

strand), B (β-bridge), T (turn), S (bend) and C (rest random 

coil). The α-helix and β-strand denotes H and E and C is 

denoted by all the other elements are incorporated in coil. The 

proposed model Architecture is represented below in figure 1: 

 

 

Figure-1 Proposed Architecture 

Next to the technique of pre-processing, vector of 8420 features 

are used to represent every sequence of protein. Several 

features for vectors of features contains empty or zero values. 

Many irrelevant or features of redundancy are present in this 

vector without protein sequence information is provided [15]. 

The performance and sequence classification algorithm’s 

running time are affected greatly by the redundant features. The 

proposed approach for the selection of feature subset, every 

feature’s statistical significance of superfamily from each and 

every   other super families are calculated. The sequence 

representation is not contributed by features and are eliminated 

from the unique feature space which is used for the lowering 

the dimension of feature vectors [16]. The features with various 

subsets are extracted from original feature space by feature 

selection approach proposed and subset of best feature was 

selected and this will produce the results of maximum accuracy 

[17]. The best subset and relevant features are utilized for the 

discrimination among various classes of protein or super 

families [18]. The feature’s original representation is not 

altered by this technique and only the best feature subset was 

selected from it. The technique of feature selection in the 

classification process surely obtains 5% to 10% of accuracy 

increment and lower complexity of computation. The selection 

of feature subset is used successfully by supervised and 

unsupervised learning algorithms. The system training time is 

highly reduced by this technique and the over fitting chances 

are also lowered [19]. Feature selection follows the steps 

described below and these feature selection process has the 

tendency to separate various super families. Mathematical steps 

for this technique are expressed as: 

The 𝑖th sequence’s superfamily is denoted by  𝑘th 

superfamily’s sequence  is represented by .  = 1, 2, . . . 

, 𝑁𝑖, and the sequence number is represented by 𝑁𝑖 in the 

superfamily i. The sequence K’s feature vector are represented 

by  = 1, 2, . . . , 8420 for superfamily i.  Mean vector 

computed for every superfamily is expressed below eq. (1): 

                   (1) 

The every superfamily’s variance is computed below in eq (2): 

                                      (2) 

For super families having every pair (say 𝑝 and 𝑞) a distance 

vector is computed by utilizing the definition of metrics stated 

as follows: 

          (3) 

For every column, choosing least of the 3 distances as the final 

metric, as in (7). As it is motivated towards searching the 

capable best features capable which is discerning the various 

super families, the final metric’s highest values represented in 

columns are chosen. Let, 

                                  (4) 

3.1 Wrapper-fuzzy model (WrFuz): 

The bases of the fuzzy rules with WM approach are generated 

sequentially with the combination of dataset features by using 

wrapper is the main idea in this method. Complexity of 

exponent is avoided by the best-first heuristic method. The 

following steps are used for the demonstration of Wrapper-

fuzzy method: 1) All FRBs are generated by WM approach for 

a domain having m features and each and every probable (m-1) 

features are combined. 2) FRB features are  removed by the 

best i.e, from the dataset, low rate of error are removed and 

each and every are generated by WM approach and each and 

every probable (m-2) features are combined. 3) The above step 

is repeated till only one remaining feature 4) FRB’s rank are 

generated by their rate of errors 5) FRB features are selected 

with (lowest) best error rate. The fuzzy rules are generated with 

maximum number in the 1st step of WM methods is restricted 

to the presented number of examples (n). Therefore, this 

method’s complexity which is described by the feature m is 

demonstrated as O(n × m2 ). All-important fuzzy logic 

characteristics are considered in the base WM method for 

wrapper approach used in the FRB’s generation rather than 

using general parameters or characteristics  

The WrFuzfeature selection proposed are proceeded along with 

steps followed: 

3.2 Initialization: 

1.1 Provided the feature set 

, the feature FPVs is 

computed  

1.2 RS(0)=A, FS(0)=  and CS=(0)=  are Set. 
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1.3 The feature  is found, so  

 and the first feature 

is selected 

1.4 Set CS(1)=G( ), FS(1)=FS(0)+{ } and 

RS(1)=RS(0)-{ } 

2. Sequential Forward Selection loop For iterations 

 perform the following: 

2.1 FuzCoC feature Selection 

2.2 In a filter manner, remaining features are evaluated, i.e 

feature’s additional contribution are computed in RS(p-

1) (loop for feature evaluation) 

2.3  

2.4 Find  so 

 

2.5 The  ’s percentage improvement is computed as per 

CS(p-1): 

 

2.6 If  THEN 

4.3.1 Set FS(p)=FS(p-1)+ { }, RS(p)=RS(p-1)- { } 

4.3.2 Compute the FPV G(FS(p))by applying FO-SVM on the 

selected feature space FS(p) 

4.3.3 Set CS(p)=G(FS(p)) 

4.3.4 Increment  and go to step 4.1 

ELSE Terminate FuzCoC procedure 

Output: The set FS(m)= { ,...., }of m finally selected 

features. 

4. Classification using 3D- Fast Convolution 
Neural Network (3D- FCNN) 

Linear classifier is 3D FCNN. For label, weighted softmax 

cross entropy loss is used and (label weight is equal to the label 

frequency inverse in the training set) and adam optimizer and 

activation of ReLU are used by CNNs and every convolutional 

layer is dropout in the process of training. The network is 

contracted for the prevention parameter overload for small 

comparative Kaggle dataset. The 3D protein stack evolution is 

provided in figure 2 represented below. 

 

Figure-2 3D protein stack evolution 

Frame size 60 * 40 centered on the present frame which are 

seven in number are considered as an input to 3D CNN method 

is used in this architecture. Hardwired kernels set for the 

generation of multiple information channels obtained from the 

input frame are applied first. This 33 feature map result in the 

2nd layer in 5 various channels are given as gray, gradient-x, 

gradient-y, optflow-x, and optflow-y. The value of gray pixel 

of seven input frames are present in the gray channel. CNN 

comprises few number of convolutional layers, that follows one 

or more fully connected layers and at last an output layer. 

Protein sequence classification with 3D architecture is provided 

in figure-3. 

 

Figure-3 3D architecture for protein sequence 

Network’s layer m of input is denoted by  formerly. The 

conventional layer with 3D input of NN is 

 three dimensional object 

having  and 

also  and the 

elements ate given by I (m,`). The 3D volume index are i, j and 

k index are used for channel selection.  The convolutional layer 

m’s output is represented by its 

dimension  and also the filter 

numbers or produced channel is . The layer m’s output is 

convoluted input having filter and it is calculated as 

 in this equation,  and  are the defined 

parameters are defined by mth layer of lth  filter.  The location 

for the evaluation of filters (i.e., I,j, and k values for  are 

calculated) and the filter size ( ) non-zero values are 

the architectural parameters of network. At last, function of 

hyperbolic tangent activation having 

. Input’s spatial structure are 

preserved by the convolutional layers and by utilizing several 

layers several complex input representations are constructed. 

The convolutional layer’s output is utilized as an input for the 

layer of fully connected network. For this, channel and spatial 

structure is neglected and the convolutional layer output is 

considered as only one vector. The fully connected output is 

single dimension vector  and dimension is the network 

architecture parameter. The ith  neuron output in mth layer is 

proceeded by  

         (5) 
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In the above equation,  mth layer of ith neuron parameters are 

 and  and the jth sum over is the sum over all 

input dimension. The  is the activation function is 

selected here as  Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) having  

. Function of activation was used 

widely in domain number and is supposed to be specifically 

useful in task of classification because it induces sparsity in the 

result which is used for creating the gap between classes in the 

process of learning. Fully connected layer in the last is utilized 

as an input to the layer of output. The structure and the layer 

output form is based on specific task. Two various kinds of 

function of output are considered. K classes are present in the 

problem of classification, function of softmax is general 

function of output: 

                                                         (6) 

                       (7) 

In the above equation, last fully connected layer index is given 

by N, Output unit of i has the parameters  and  

and ith class output is   this is taken as the 

probability of that class with input provided. Logistic output 

function with variation are considered as: 

    (8) 

From the above equation, f is continuous output limited lies in 

the range (a, b) having parameters. The 

scaled logistic output function is used in this function. The 

problem of multi-class classification with ranking type such as 

malignancy level prediction is considered in this output 

function that is probable for better performance. 

 

Table-1 3D FCNN Architecture (Dropout with 0.2, Adam Optimizer, Learning Rate = 0.0001) 

4.1 Training: 

Provided with data collection and an architecture of network, 

the major motivation is fitting the network parameters to the 

data. For this function of objective was defined and gradient 

based optimization is used for searching the parameters of 

network, and are used for the minimization of objective 

function. Consider  is the D set 

(augmented potentially) are examples for training, in this 

equation input is presented by n and output is given by y.  All 

weight’s W collection is denoted by Θ and b as biases for each 

and every network layer. The objective function is represented 

as  

      (9) 

In the above equation, network output is f(ni , Θ)) is the 

estimated on n input having parameters Θ, loss function is L(yi 

, f(ni , Θ)) in which differences among the network’s desired 

output y and the network prediction yˆ are penalized. The 

weight decay prior  is  function used 

in the prevention of over-fitting by penalizing the  weights 

norm and prior strength is controlled by λ. 

Two various objective functions are considered in this paper 

based on the output function’s choice. For the function of 

softmax, loss function for standard cross-entropy 

 is used in this 

equation, binary indicator vector is assumed by y and 

probabilities vector for every K classes is given by yˆ. The 

cross entropy loss limitation is that each and every errors of 

class are equally considered, so malignancy level 1 is 

mislabelled as level 2 and are taken the worst mislabel of 5. For 

this problem, in the scaled logistic function, loss function of 

squared error is used for capturing this. 

 is used formally and real values of y 

and yˆ are assumed. Particularly in the tth iteration, updated 

parameters are given as , 

 

From the above equation, Momentum parameter is given by ρ = 

0.9,  vector of momentum is denoted by , the rate of 

learning is t and objective function’s gradient is given by 

 which is estimated by utilizing only the examples 

of training chosen at tth iteration. In the 0th iteration, 0 is the 

value set for all biases and the filters values and weights are 

reset by homogeneously sampling from the interval 

 where fan_in denote 

the number of nodes in the previous hidden layer and the 

number of nodes in the current layer is denoted by fan_out. 

Providing the setting and initialization values  = 0.01 for 

2000 epochs, in the process of 10% decrement in   for each 

25 epochs for the convergence ensurance. 

 

4.2 Performance Analysis: 

MATLAB 2014a processing on Intel® Core™ i7-4790 3.60 

GHz CPU with 32 GB RAM is used for the implementation of 

this paper. CB513, 640 and 25PDB are matrix generated inside 

the scope of search with datasets nr are taken as actual input 

data protein sequence and also secondary structure of protein 

with H [1, 0, 0], E [0, 1, 0] and C [0, 0, 1] as 3 states. Sliding 

window concept is utilized to pill up the samples of these 

protein sequence and size of window are 5, 13 and 35 utilized 

in this experiment. Predicting the secondary structure of protein 
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is evaluated usually by Q3, in which residue in percentage are 

measured through this secondary structure in third state is 

predicted correctly. The softmax classifier at the top layer is 

evaluated by using Q3. Fivefold cross-validation method is 

used in simulation in order to consider the consumption of time 

and convenience, Performance evaluation of softmax classifier 

is evaluated by this fivefold cross-validation method. From 

each results of evaluation, Q3 mean value is above five times 

applied in running below fivefold partition, four out of five 

proteins are selected randomly as data for training and left over 

proteins are taken as samples for testing. 

5. Feature Selection based on Convolution and 
Pooling 

CB513 and 25PDB produces 35-polypeptides using the 

approach of sliding window and are utilized for the model of 

prediction. In LSFE, 35-polypeptide’s representation is 

constructed depending on filters of self-taught feature which 

are unsupervised and 3D FCNN. The size of pool for 3D 

FCNN is six. Information about position are reflected by new 

representation for two local structure types. Evolutionary 

information are not only reflected by this new representation 

and also it reflects residue’s interaction of sequence. The 

dimension for new representation are high, because of the 

operation of pooling and sparse auto encoder’s constraints 

sparsity. Very sparse new representation neglects the problem 

of over fitting prediction. So, LSFE becomes influential feature 

extraction technique for prediction of secondary structure. 

Accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score are the parameters use 

in the performance analysis and are defined below. 

 

 
Figure- 4: Accuracy Comparison 

 
Figure- 5: Precision Comparison 

 
Figure-6: Recall Comparison 

 
Figure-7: F1- score Comparison 

The figure 4,5,6, and 7 presented above represents the 

accuracy, precision, recall, f1- score comparison between 

existing and proposed technique in classifying the protein 

sequence. 

 
Figure-8 Overall Comparison for protein sequence feature selection 

and classification 

The above figure-8 shows the overall parametric comparison of 

proposed technique in comparison with existing technique for 

protein sequence feature selection and classification 

6. Conclusion 

Protein is considered as essential factor which describes the 

status of bones and health related concern. In existing, several 

techniques are designed for protein detection and classification 

based on machine learning. However, those techniques 

subjected certain limitation due to noisy data. This research 

aimed to develop appropriate machine learning scheme for 

improving classification and prediction rate of protein 

composite in human. For achieving higher accuracy 

optimization and regression model is designed for classification 

and prediction of protein. The proposed approach for the 

selection of feature subset utilizes a threshold for the selection 

of the extremely informative and significant features. This 

technique results were authenticated by the classification and 

learning algorithms which are well-recognized. The sequence 

of protein with three various datasets are classified efficiently 

into applicable super families with considerably increased 

accuracy of classification. The method of classification 

introduced is free in alignment, easy, quick and consistent. 

Bioinformatics and machine learning uses this feature selection 

technique for the data dimension reduction in the process of 

structure prediction for sequences of protein which are 

unknown. This proposed work is extended in future in the 

pattern recognition areas such as various types of proteomic 
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classification and genetic diseases. 
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